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Abstract. More than 30 years have past since the first enterprise architecture (EA) management framework has been published. While the
field has reached a certain maturity in science and practice, a paradigm
shift is just beginning. The emerging trend to regard an enterprise as a
complex adaptive system might allow to redefine and achieve the holistic nature of EA management approaches. Thereby, the focus on static
aspects of the architecture might be extended by taking behavioral aspects into account. In this paper, we argue (1) that currently available
EA management approaches fall short in achieving the desired holism, i.e.
viewing the system (application landscape) as a whole, (2) apply orientor theory to support decision making by deriving coordinated goals and
principles for application landscape design and (3) show how a system-ofsystems approach of applied orientor theory could look like. We conclude
the paper by sketching out an appropriate research agenda.
Keywords: enterprise architecture, complexity, environment, orientor
theory, decision support
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Introduction

For quite some time, researchers regard enterprises as open dynamic systems [34].
Thereby, they overcome the self-centering view of traditional economics and organizational theory as well as the reductionism prevalent in recent enterprise
architecture research. Thereby, they also extend their view to take the environment and respective interactions into account [18]. It seems that this extended
viewpoint allows for a deeper understanding and development of new methods in
the context of accelerating changes requiring steady adaption. Disruptive technologies, increasing regulation and changing customer demands are just a few
general examples. It is obvious that enterprise architects have to design the enterprise and especially the application landscape to optimize fitness with respect
to these challenges. Therefore, science has to provide methods to support this
process. As a first step into this direction, we propose to search for other disciplines which already established similar thinking to develop solutions for similar
problems. In this paper we describe one of those modeling approaches which has
been successfully used in ecology and economics, namely orientor theory. We

show how orientors might be used to create a formal and deeper understanding
of the behavior of application landscapes as a whole taking also their environment into account. Thereby, we not only provide a conceptual integration of
different aspects of relevant behavior but also show their dichotomies. Grounded
on the assumption that agents with deeper understanding of the system behavior
make better decisions the application of orientor theory is a promising tools to
model the behavior of enterprise architectures. Finally, we conclude the paper
by describing a conceivable road-map for enterprise architecture research that
accounts also for dynamics of the enterprise.

2
2.1

Problem Statement
General Goals of EA Management and its Claim for Holism

Even a short literature review reveals that holism is frequently attributed to
EA management approaches. A search for the terms “enterprise architecture”
AND “holistic” in Google Scholar performed in April 2014 resulted in more than
4.670 articles and book chapters. It is more often than not the case that holism is
considered to be a mandatory attribute of EA approaches [25]. Therefore, there
is general agreement on the scope of EA initiatives and models. Nevertheless,
this is not the case for concrete goals EA management initiatives should pursue.
In literature, EA benefits such as improved change management and improved
risk management are mentioned frequently [25], some authors also promise an
increase of market value [32], better customer orientation and improved alignment with business partners [16]. It becomes obvious that EA initiatives have a
wide-ranging scope covering the whole enterprise as well as the enterprise as a
whole in its environment.
2.2

Reductionism and Complex Systems

The fundamental idea behind modeling static non-living aspects of an organization with entities and attributes, i.e. EA documentation, to understand or
design the system is called reductionism. This philosophical position holds that
a system can be completely explained and understood by looking at its constitutive elements and their relationships. Thereby, each phenomenon can be
explained in terms of relations between other more fundamental phenomena. In
contrast, the science of complex systems teaches us that one inherent characteristic of complex systems is their emergent behavior [14] which is also applicable
to organizations [23]. Nowadays, emergent phenomena are considered to be the
exact opposite of reductionism, they can hardly be traced back to the interaction of phenomena of single elements. Colloquially, this notion is formulated as
“the whole is more than the sum of its parts” which dates back to Aristotle.
The problem that arises from the prevalent reductionistic approach of EA management is that the focus on the micro-level is not appropriate to completely
explain or even design the behavior on the macro-level. This is especially surprising since, as shown before, the macro-level is the area of interest of holistic

EA management. Furthermore, many researches have shown that organizations
qualify to be regarded as complex adaptive systems [34, 12] since they exhibit
complex, adaptive and emergent behaviors due to multiple interacting agents [8].
To qualify for a reductionistic approach we need to be aware of the laws declaring
how theories on the micro-level, e.g. the resistance to change of a single application, relates to theories on the macro-level, e.g. the resistance to change of an
application landscape. As long as science has not accomplished to reveal such
laws, a pure reductionistic approach, e.g. by collecting a huge amount of data
on the micro-level, is doomed to fail when trying to support design decisions
on the macro-level. Although reductionism in general faces criticism in scientific
literature (e.g. [15, 20]), we only want to point out here that if reductionism is
applied it has to be done on a strong theoretical basis.
2.3

Reductionism is Prevalent in EA Management

A well-known problem in EA modeling is to define the breadth and depth of
EA documentations, i.e, relevant elements and their level of detail. If not done
correctly issues related to overmodeling and overuse of detail might occur [1].
Typical issues include analysis paralysis, delayed delivery of results and high
costs for data collection. The observation that many companies in practice faced
such problems clearly indicates that the holistic idea of EA management has
often been interpreted by reductionists. Hereby, the assumption seems to be
that the more elements and the more details are modeled or documented the
closer one gets to a ‘holistic’ approach. Another way of interpreting holistic in
this context would be to look at the whole system, e.g. an application landscape,
instead of focusing on its constituting elements.
As mentioned before, (IT) cost reduction is one of the major claims of EA
management. Existing literature suggests that EA facilitates building a more
standardized IT platform with fewer technologies, leading in turn to simplified interfaces, higher reliability through reduced operating platform complexity, and lower maintenance and support costs [37]. Thereby, the assumed law
seems to be that an application landscape’s cost is just the sum of the costs of
its elements. While this holds true in a narrow context, it might not be true
from a holistic point of view. On the one hand, while infrastructure operating
costs might decrease, application development costs can increase due to necessary workarounds required in a fixed technology context. On the other hand,
cost reductions based on technology standardization and structural complexity
reduction are only short term cost optimizations. Risks associated to extensive standardization might cause expenses in the future and have therefore be
regarded in respective calculations. To our knowledge, most cost cutting approaches based on EA management neglect the system’s of path-dependence.
The statically viewed EA has a history which has to be taken into account. For
example, investments have been made for some elements in the past while their
expected benefits will materialize in the future. Consequently, they cannot be
changed without loosing (parts) of the promised benefits. Furthermore, IT systems are not autonomous elements within the application landscape which can

be changed easily. For example, an organization employs IT staff with specific
knowledge which could get lost in case of standardization. Additionally, standardization activities on the application landscape might require standardization
activities within the business layer.
2.4

A Paradigm Shift in Enterprise Architecting

Despite the fact that many existing EA approaches applied a naive reductionistic thinking even in the absence of concrete laws to build reductions, we see
evidence for a paradigm shift in enterprise architecting from reductionism to
holistic thinking. For example, the co-evolution path model describes how an
enterprise as a whole behaves in the context of its environment [18]. While the
complexity of the environment increases, the enterprise has to increase its complexity as well. But an overshot could be very dangerous and therefore each enterprise has to maintain an adequate level of complexity over time. An overview
of complexity work in EA management can be found in [33]. Additionally to
hard facts as provided by existing EA approaches, we also see an opportunity
in supporting EA decisions indirectly via creating a better understanding of the
system as a whole among EA decision makers. The benefits of shared mental
models, conventions and language have already been recognized in the context
of virtual teams [22], customer relationship management [27] and lab experiments in general [35]. Therefore, we argue that models facilitating such shared
mental models or language should also be established for the domain of enterprise architecting because a shared IT-business understanding allows companies
to conceive, implement and use innovative IT applications to improve process
performance [28].

3

Applying Orientor Theory to Model Application
Landscapes in their Environment

As outlined before, we want to extend the scope of EA models towards achieving
a holistic view. A literature review conducted in 2014 revealed, that currently
the dynamic aspect as well as the subjective aspect of an enterprise’s complexity
is underrepresented in EA literature [33]. Therefore, we employ orientor theory
as a method which might be able to create such shared mental models in the
context of application landscape design. Bossel [5] defines orientors as the “set
of criteria that are relevant for the evaluation of system development [...] that
systems (or their managers) use to orient their decisions and actions regarding
the system”. Although orientor theory originates from ecology, it has been used
to describe complex systems in arbitrary contexts [6].
3.1

Benefits of Orientor Theory for Application Landscape
Decisions

The application of orientors is a means to cope with situations in which the
desired state of a system is not agreed upon the designers. Due to the large

number of different interest groups directly involved in planning and decisionmaking processes influencing an application landscape, several points of view
have to be taken into account. Especially in ecosystems, where orientor theory
has been developed, in such situations a single objectively derived best solution
does not generally exist [13]. Therefore, orientors form conditions that we can
apply to systems in order to judge their sustainability [36]. Because decisions
about extensive application landscape (AL) transformations are made in boards
where people with different views and goals converge, the application of orientors and especially their dichotomy can help to establish shared understanding
of the problem among the decision makers. That shared problem understanding
can help establish development priorities and keep senior management focused
on generating benefits from new IT capabilities has already be shown in practice [31]. In addition to that, orientors also offer strategic guidance for decision
making processes on different levels of governance. A framework based on orientors would allow to balance different interest and therefore ensure the whole
system’s viability.
Furthermore, the application and modeling of orientors not only allows to
assess the current state of a system and better understand opposing goals but also
allows to agree upon desired orientors the system should follow. Based on such
framework and concrete strategies goal derivation can be facilitated. Therefore,
orientor theory should be of interest especially for EA approaches following the
Enterprise Ecological Adaptation school of thought [19], whereby sustainability
and organizational coherence are major goals.
3.2

Orientor Theory and its Implications for EA Management

According to orientor theory each system orients towards six environmental aspects namely normal state, scarce resources, variety, evolution, variance and
other systems. Here, we focus on the AL as the system under investigation including applications, infrastructure as well as the people interacting with them.
Figure 1 depicts the six pairwise contradictory orientors and their respective
environmental influences.
Existence The existence orientor refers to the normal state of the environment
which means that the system has to maintain its state variables constant to
enable functioning under given circumstances. This orientor requires:
– A protective shell preserving the systems from threats able to push the system state out of the acceptable range
– No failure of system structure
– No self-destructive behavior
Following the existence orientor an AL would, e.g., install firewalls to protect
applications from hackers. To prevent failures of the system structure all relevant
stakeholders have to be involved in AL design decisions which in practice is still
an issue [21]. IT capabilities for this orientor include IT service management as
well as a monitoring capability.

Fig. 1. Application landscapes modeled according to orientor theory [5, 10]

Effectiveness The effectiveness orientor refers to scarce resources in the environment and how they can be secured. Within the system, resources have to be
distributed wisely and used in an efficient way, e.g. budget, time and knowledge.
Externally, the system has to ensure efficient acquisition of scarce resources by
connections to the environment and other subsystems. Knowledge acquisition
through hiring new employees can be difficult, for example in the domain of EA
management [21]. In order to acquire budget, executive support or management
commitment is needed. But this is often rather low regarding EA management
which is often seen as an operational initiative rather than a strategic concept
with long-term redemption [17].
Following the effectiveness orientor an AL has to continuously balance efforts to make processes and applications more efficient with efforts creating assets which are non-efficient but effective in the long run. The better the ratio of
efforts and outcomes the more orientation towards effectiveness. But that does
not imply that the ratio has to be good at any point in time. To stay viable the
system has to maintain a positive ratio on average over time. Therefore, an integration of EA management and project portfolio management is inevitable [11].
However, the system needs to ensure access to required resources from the environment. For application landscapes this implies, e.g., access to people skilled
in programming languages in use or skilled enterprise architects which are still
issues in practice [26, 21]. Another means to accomplish efficiency is to increase
standardization within the AL or especially within the infrastructure layer.

Freedom The freedom orientor refers to the variety of the environment and
describes the system’s freedom of action. Thereby, a system needs as much freedom as its environment offers variety [2]. In general, a system has to secure itself
from overextension by using one of the following strategies:
– Reacting by using the systems repertoire
– Reacting by influencing the system’s environment
– Reacting by searching for a new environment
Following the freedom orientor an AL would try to achieve a maximum of action alternatives and limit the amount of fixed structures. These include but are
not limited to long-term contracts with infrastructure or application providers,
a high penetration of a single vendor within the AL as well as non-redundant
processes and applications. Another ability relevant for ALs is to cope with technological progress, especially with disruptive technologies as they might limit the
whole system’s viability if the system is constrained in its action alternatives.
Some companies even changed their environment in presence of a significant
environmental, i.e. external, change by moving their headquarter overseas [3].
Employing diverse workforce, having a modular AL and decentralized governance structures also supports the freedom orientor.
Adaptability The adaptability orientor regards the evolution of the environment. If a system is not able to elude from threatening influences it has to
adjust its parameters or even its structure. In general, systems can either adapt
their structure or their behavior. Changing the system’s structure can result in
a new system differing explicitly from the old one. In contrast, changing only
the behavior is also considered as co-evolution and which is mostly suitable if
small environmental changes occur. Such adaptability requires a certain degree
of self-organization. In particular, the following conditions facilitate adaptivity:
–
–
–
–
–

versatile system components
variety within the system structure
redundant but physically different processes
decentrality and partial autonomy
memory as information storage to enable learning

Following the adaptivity orientor would require, e.g., a modular architecture
with loosely coupled applications, data and technology components which allows
to set global standards while also allowing regional differences [30]. In order to
apply versatile components and variety within the AL applications can be build
on different technologies and programming languages and conscious acceptance
of functional redundancy. Since adaptivity requires the ability to learn knowledge
management becomes vital for adaptive ALs, cf. [9]. An example for a structural
change of the AL is a transition to a service oriented architecture. Fostering an
open organizational culture and having flexible structures directly supports the
adaptivity orientor.

Security The security orientor regards temporal variances of influences and
ensures that the system is safe from unforeseen harmful influences. Therefore,
the system needs to be mostly independent from unstable environmental factors
and dependent only on stable environmental factors. In general, this can be
accomplished, e.g. by
– setting up buffers to contain overloads and bypass supply gaps
– establishing self-regulating structures
– defusing potentially harmful threats
For application landscapes following the security orientor would imply, e.g.,
to keep enough knowledge within the company to overcome potential supply
gaps on the market. Furthermore, to establish self-regulating structures an comprehensive monitoring and governance capability is needed. Defusing harmful
threats in this context could be achieved, e.g., by setting up uninterrupted power
supply units or different connections to the Internet. Setting up resource buffers,
e.g. via server virtualization, secures individual applications from request overloads. Especially the implementation of appropriate risk management and continuity management support the security orientor.
Coexistence The coexistence orientor refers to other systems influencing the
system and anticipative behavior. Each system has to consider the behavior and
interests of other systems for its own interest. Usually, each influence from the
environment has an ‘unsystemic’ component as well as a component consisting
of the behavior of other systems. Since sometimes a specific system is of special interest, that system has a special role within the coexistence orientor. It
requires:
– the ability to realize that another system is affected by some influence
– the availability of behavioral patterns
While one can imagine a huge amount of relevant systems for an application landscape an important one should be the enterprise or business units.
Being informed about current strategies, e.g. to increase the number of customers for a certain product, allows the application landscape to invest in respectively required capabilities such as scalability. Other systems of interest could
be providers of infrastructure or applications. Environmental influences like the
dissemination of cloud computing might influence the adaptivity of them and
therefore indirectly influence the AL. Therefore, sensors as well as analytics capabilities are required for the coexistence orientor.
3.3

Mapping Established Enterprise Architecture Principles to
Orientors

In order to steer an enterprise architecture (EA) in general and an application
landscape (AL) in particular adopting EA principles is a pervasive means, cf. [29].
Because principles are used to steer an application landscape towards a specific

direction, they obviously qualify to be mapped on the six basic orientors. We will
do this for three exemplary EA principles formulated in the industry standard
TOGAF (The Open Group Architecture Framework) [38].
Common Use Applications “Development of applications used across the
enterprise is preferred over the development of similar or duplicate applications
which are only provided to a particular organization”. This principles directly
orients towards effectiveness because the intention is to save costs and time
during implementation and operation of different IT systems performing the
same tasks. Thereby, it renounces the freedom as well as the adaptivity orientor.
If applied, freedom in term of action alternatives will be limited because, e.g.,
the number of available add-ons is limited if only one solution is used. Setting
global standards also prevents or impedes local evolution and therefore limits
the adaptivity of the AL.
IT Responsibility “The IT organization is responsible for owning and implementing IT processes and infrastructure that enable solutions to meet userdefined requirements for functionality, service levels, cost, and delivery timing”.
This principle obviously orients towards the existence of the AL because defined
responsibilities ensure that someone really cares about a system or entity. However, the principle reduces the regard to other systems, e.g. the business units,
because keeping the AL viable might become more important than keeping the
depending business units viable.
Technology Independence “Applications are independent of specific technology choices and therefore can operate on a variety of technology platforms”.
This principle clearly orients towards adaptivity because if applied it allows for
a grater variety of components. On the one hand, e.g., if a new data storage
providing better performance is offered by the environment the AL can exploit
these performance gains. On the other hand, the orientation towards effectiveness is lowered because defining and managing interfaces and shared protocols
which might be subject to evolution increases costs.
3.4

A System of Systems Approach

In the previous section we outlined how orientor theory could be used to model
the role of application landscapes (AL) within their environment. But since
ALs are designed systems such orientor model could also be used to support
design decisions. Therefore, an enterprise architect has to decide which orientor
is most important for the AL. But, an EA or AL could also be regarded as a
system of systems [24] wherein the behavior of each individual is explained by the
structure and arrangement of the lower individuals of which it is composed [7].
Because in such setting each sub-system again can be regarded as a system
and modeled with orientors we can use the orientor approach to model ALs,

domain landscapes, application clusters as well as single applications. Although
such approach has already been proposed in general [4], we want to elaborate
the relationship of systems’ and sub-systems’ sustainability here. Until now, the
system-of-systems orientor approach assumed that the system’s sustainability
depends on the sustainability of each sub-system. The challenge is to identify
the different orientors responsible for the system’s sustainability, i.e. viability
of the company. In the context of ALs, this could mean that the sub-system
consisting of all applications supporting production processes have to orient more
towards effectiveness and therefore standardize protocols and vendors whereas
the sub-system consisting of all customer-facing applications has to orient more
towards adaptivity since the environment is rapidly changing, e.g. mobile devices.
But we also want to point out, that the system’s viability can also be achieved
by explicitly leaving sub-systems to die. This includes, e.g., IT carve-outs or
discontinuance of a whole line of business.

4

Conclusion and Outlook

In this paper, we argued why existing EA management approaches fall short
in providing a holistic approach and introduced orientor theory as a means to
describe a system, i.e. application landscape, as a whole in the context of its
environment. By linking aspects of existing EA management approaches to respective orientors we put them into a more general and coherent framework and
thereby identified opposing forces. Furthermore, for each of the six orientors we
derived implications for AL management and outlined how a system of systems
approach could be used to apply orientor theory for sub-systems like domain
landscapes or application clusters as well. In addition, we mapped well-known
EA principles to the six basic orientors, identified that their application shifts
an AL towards one orientor while dismissing another and thereby demonstrated
the benefits of applying orientors for AL management. In order to underpin the
applicability of the proposed modeling method researchers have to observe its
application in practice. If the framework should be used to assess and steer application landscapes concrete measures have to be defined for each orientor. In
case of a sufficient data base we suggest to analyze, for example, if companies
within the same industry branch or of equal size orient their application landscape development towards the same orientors. It would also be worthwhile to
examine the use of domain-specific orientors empirically. Furthermore, we suggest to analyze other approaches which are able to model system behavior, such
as causal loop diagrams, in the context of application landscape management in
order to model behavior in more detail.
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